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Abstract
An ever-increasing number of Americans have an active social media
presence online. As of March 2020, an estimated 79% of Americans were active
monthly users of some sort. Many of these online platforms allow users to
operate anonymously which could potentially lead to shifts in communicative
behavior. I first discuss my compilation process of the Twitter Anonymity
Dataset (TAD), a human-classified dataset of 100,000 Twitter accounts that are
categorized by their level of identifiability to their real-world agent. Next, I
investigate some of the structural differences between the classification levels
and employ a variety of Natural Language Processing models and techniques to
shed some light on the behavioral shifts that were observed between the levels
of identifiability.
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Introduction
Over the past half century, emerging communication advancements have

helped foster a dramatic shift in the human experience. Adoption and
improvement in computer networking understanding have helped to lead to an
ever-closer world, and somewhat more recently, have led to the increasing
interconnectedness in the form of social media platforms. As of March 2020, an
estimated 79% of Americans were active monthly social media users and that
number is predicted to increase of the coming years. Two of the most commonly
adopted of these sites, Facebook and Twitter, observed 2.38 billion and 330
million average monthly users respectively as of the end of 2019 alone [1].
Some of these social media platforms, such as Facebook, historically have
held a Real-Name policy. This policy requires users to register their real names
when creating an account on their platform [2]. A 2014 Facebook press release
identified their reasoning as “[people’s desire to] know whom they are
connecting with”, as well as to improve the content quality of the site by
“decreasing spam, bullying, and hacking” [3]. This decision has also led to a
large amount of controversy and unrest as many users worry of privacy breaches
as their online activity is stored and analyzed.
Twitter, on the other hand, does not impose a Real-Name policy, and
simply requires their users to register with a unique pseudonym [4]. This policy
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has led to many Twitter users creating accounts that have no observable tie to
their real name or identity. Some users opt for this in an effort to create a unique
online persona or identity, while others are seeking to maintain their anonymity
during their online activity.
Social media communication is showing no signs of diminishing, as the
number of Americans actively using social media is expected to increase to over
82% by 2022. The effects of this communication, and the potential consequences
of doing so anonymously, are and will continue to be an important consideration
for maintaining the exchange of ideas that the internet allows.

1.1 Current Research
The effects of anonymity have long been the subject of psychological and
sociological studies and papers. APS Fellow Philip Zimbardo of Stanford
University famously conducted an experiment on the effects of anonymity in
regard to harmful decision making in 1969. Zimbardo found that people who felt
greater anonymity were twice as likely to comply in behavior that led to the
harming of another person [5]. In the exploding world of natural language
research there has been some research conducted in the field of anonymity
online.
The most interesting previous research on this topic was conducted by a
group of professors and students at New York University and was titled “On the
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Internet, Nobody Knows You’re a Dog: A Twitter Case Study of Anonymity in
Social Networks” [6]. In the paper, the group analyzes the correlation between
connecting with controversial groups online in regard to anonymity. They
provided presumably the first data-driven analyses on the topic of online
anonymity and behavior
While their research was very fascinating, I had some concerns with the
parameters by which they created their dataset as well as the reach of their
project. They categorized accounts solely based upon how much of a full name
was listed and did not take into account other factors such as profile picture,
location specificity, biographical clues, and verification status. This decision was
well described and had its merits, but I believe that more robust classification
criteria, while potentially more subjective, will provide us with more true results.
In addition, they employed Amazon’s Mechanical Turk program to get human
classification on their data [7]. While the program is an effective way to
crowdsource large amounts of data classification, I did worry about
inconsistencies in the data and format as a result of many untrained classifying
agents.
The New York University paper also did fascinating research into the
behavior of anonymous agents online and observed the material with which they
engaged. They observed what accounts they followed, but I am curious more in
the ways in which they communicate. Through natural language processing
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techniques, I hope to gain a better understanding of how they think rather than
simply with what they engage.

2

Dataset Creation
For the purpose of the research I wished to conduct, I decided to compile

my own dataset that modeled and credited some of the structure of the New
York University dataset. I believed that their standards were a bit too liberal on
what constituted an identifiable user and wanted to create a more nuanced
dataset for this distinction. In addition, I had concerns on how to handle nonhuman and group accounts.
I utilized the developer tools credentials provided by the Twitter API to
stream tweets to create my dataset. I pulled accounts that had recently tweeted
(a non-retweet [8]) and had at least 100 tweets to the account. This was in an
attempt to build a dataset of users that had at least some footprint on the forum
and voiced opinions that were solely their own and not retweeted from other
sources. Additionally, I limited my sampling to accounts that were in English as
my model was predicated on the analysis of language and this would be difficulty
if we were dealing with different languages and I only logged accounts that had a
location listed in the United States. One of the subsets of my analysis was how
free users felt they were to express opinions and I hoped to select users that at
least somewhat similar cultural backgrounds and freedoms of expression. I
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pulled tweets in blocks of 20,000 at 6 times slots throughout the day, that were
chosen by means of a random number generator, in an effort to avoid noise
based on the demographics that would be online at certain times of day. I pulled
around 120,000 accounts to consider, but due to decisions to not include certain
account types in the classification paradigm the final dataset was just over
100,000.
The most salient consideration in the classification process was how
easily the user could be identified by their displayed account information. For
instance, if a user were to post something highly controversial or upsetting to
someone, how easily could the offended party track down who the user was
based on the information provided in their account. We only considered
information in the account’s profile, so any identifying features in the actual
content of their tweets was not considered in this classification. This made the
categorization slightly more subjective, but I believe that the human intuition
behind the classification allowed us to come to more accurate results. For
instance, a “Dan Smith” may be harder to identify than a “Janice Stubblefield”
because of the frequency of same name occurrences. Likewise, the specificity of
the user’s biography may be weighted heavily in being able to identify a certain
user, while a link to one’s LinkedIn profile would be heavily weighted in another
user’s case. In all cases, we had no way to ensure the authenticity or correctness
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of any and fields and had to exercise best judgement and intuition in the
classification process.

2.1 Account Criteria Considered
•

Name: The name the user opted to provide was very influential in our
classification. We had no way to verify the authenticity of the name
claims, but the field still provided insight into how identifiable the user
was attempting to be.

•

Username: Similar to the name, however potential inclusion of birth
year, occupation, and further insight into their full legal name often
appeared in this field.

•

Profile Picture: Users are provided the option to upload a picture to
represent them, and in absence of this a generic Twitter egg is supplied.
This field was not restricted to a photo of themselves and could be any
image that they selected.

•

Location: Users were provided the optional field to provide a location for
where they were based. This field is not fixed by geo-tagging the user and
thus has no guarantees or standard for what it can be listed with. That
said, it was still fairly influential depending on the specificity of the
location. Someone who provided a location of “Meridian, Idaho” is far
more identifiable than someone who simply provided “The Midwest”.
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•

URL: Users were provided the optional field to provide a URL link to a
different online platform. Users who provided references to a Facebook
account, LinkedIn account, or similar site that imposes a real-name policy
were more heavily weighted.

•

Verification Status: A Twitter account can be verified by the Twitter
company to ensure users that an account of public interest is authentic.
While the criteria to be substantial enough to be “verifiable” is murky, the
status provided was influential in ensuring that a user could be identified
to their real-world agent.

•

Biography: The efficacy of the biography section was at times subjective,
but many users opted to provide their employer, job title, identifiable
aspects of their life, and more in their biography that allowed us to feel
more comfortable in our classification.
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Figure 1
Classification Levels Example

Identifiable

Leaning Identifiable

Leaning Anonymous

Anonymous
8

2.2 Non-Human Accounts
While accounts that were tied to popular culture references or definitively
ambiguous details were allowed, we did attempt to remove accounts that were
clearly affiliated with groups of people rather than individuals from the dataset.
One of central goals was to see the behavior of individuals under anonymity, so
we utilized a skip button to avoid having to classify groups. Many accounts are
tied to real-world companies and organizations rather than individuals, so we
skipped those accounts instead of attempting to classify them. This means they
were not counted towards the 100,431 accounts that we classified in our dataset.
In total, our classifiers opted to skip over 4,000 accounts and thus we can make a
prior estimate that they composed about 4% of all the accounts that appeared.

2.3 Classifiers and Verification
In total, seven different people participated in the creation of the dataset.
In an effort to provide consistent classification across agents, we distributed
training slides that walked through basic criteria for classification with example
accounts so that we could be on a more level understanding when classifying.
We also had a group text where we discussed potential cases that may be
ambiguous to classify and discussed group standards for when such cases
occurred. The deepest thanks go to the family and friends who assisted me in the
classification process, and in particular, to my aunt Sandra who classified over
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50,000 unique Twitter accounts alone. This was the lion share of the process and
she cannot be credited enough for its completion.
In addition, verification batches were distributed to all classifiers to
quantify how closely we were classifying to one another. My own classifications
were used as the benchmark and we observed how frequently we were classifying
in harmony. Our analysis grouped both identifiable and leaning identifiable
together as a form of “positive” classification and anonymous and leaning
anonymous together as a form of “negative” classification. In total, we classified
in unison approximately 91.2% of the time and observed a matched
classification 93.5% of the time when we expected the user to be seen as
identifiable (meaning we had much more firm criteria for what it meant to be
identifiable). The confusion matrix for our classifications can be viewed in Table
1.

2.4 Full Dataset
After classification, we cycled through the full 100,431 accounts and
pulled up to 20 non-retweets from each for our full working dataset. This
resulted in a dataset of 1.5 million unique tweets that would leverage for the rest
of our analysis, with the proportion breakdown of levels mirroring the smaller
account dataset very closely.
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Observed Positive

Observed Negative

Expected Positive

93.5%

6.5%

Expected Negative

9.3%

90.7%

Table 1
Classification Similarity Table

Figure 2
Classifier Count Breakdown
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3

Results
Our classification criteria resulted in a majority of users being classified

as definitively anonymous from their real-world agent. This is due to a belief
that there would simply be no means to connect the user to their real-world
agent based on the information provided in their profile. Leaning anonymous
received by far the next largest share of the users, and in fact the two levels of
anonymous users accounted for 84.2% of all the users we observed on the
platform. Only 8.7% were clearly identifiable according to our classification
criteria. A graphical representation of this proportion breakdown can be seen in
Figure 3.

Figure 3
Classification Level Percentages
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3.1 Tweet Structure
Some of the most surface level analysis of the communicative behaviors
was the metadata on the tweets. We observed distinct trends in the structure of
the tweets between the levels of identifiability which we found noteworthy. In
this section we will observe data about the tweets themselves, including average
tweet lengths, usage frequencies, and more.

3.1.1 Tweet Length
We observed a distinct increase in the average length of a tweet based
upon the level of identifiability of the user. Users who were distinctly
identifiable used an average of 88.5 characters per tweet while anonymous users
only averaged 71.9 characters per tweet. A graphical representation of this
breakdown can be seen in Figure 4. While we cannot make any definitive claims
on the cause of this, we did observe a few trends that may help explain this.
One potential cause of this was the increased usage of superlatives among
anonymous users. Anonymous users were 34% more likely to use a superlative
(conditioned by containing words ending in ‘-est’, ‘most’, and/or ‘wrong’) than
identifiable users were. This habit of speaking more in absolutes could lead to
more concise, less nuanced opinion sharing that may lower the average tweet
length overall. Further potential explanation of this trend is the increased
13

prevalence of quantifier words in identifiable users’ tweets. For instance, we
noticed distinct increases in the frequencies of the phrases ‘I think’ and ‘my
opinion’ as users became increasingly identifiable. 0.91% of tweets from
identifiable users conditioned their thoughts with ‘I think’, while anonymous
users only used this condition 0.49% of the time. Similar trends were found with
other potential quantifier words, and at rates that proved statistically significant
even when controlling for the increased average characters between the levels.
Identifiable users also used the phrases ‘I feel’ and ‘my feelings’ more often,
which increasingly may imply that users may have felt the need to condition
their thoughts, while anonymous users felt more freedom to voice opinions in a
concise manner. A frequency breakdown of this trend can be found in Table 2.
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Figure 4
Average Tweet Lengths

Frequency of ‘My opinion’

Frequency of ‘I think’

Identifiable

0.25%

0.91%

Leaning Identifiable

0.21%

0.72%

Leaning Anonymous

0.17%

0.56%

Anonymous

0.14%

0.49%

Table 2
Frequencies of Opinion Quantifiers
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3.1.2 Vulgarity
The Office of Communication (commonly known as Ofcom) is the
government-sanctioned regulatory authority for media in the United Kingdom.
In their assessment of the appropriateness of language, they ordered vulgar
words and phrases by four levels of severity: mild, medium, strong, and
strongest [9].
In the data we observed only marginal increases in the usage of mild and
medium vulgarity between anonymous and identifiable users. The distinction
became much more profound among vulgar phrases and words classified as
strong and strongest, however. The data found anonymous users were two and a
half times more likely to use the strongest level of vulgarity in their tweets. In
particular, the f-word saw the greatest relative increase among all the words and
phrases labeled as vulgar by Ofcom with a relative increase of over three times.

3.1.3 Emoji Analysis
Emojis are a form of descriptive characters that users utilize to help
convey feelings and sentiments in their tweets. They can represent basic
emotions such as joy, anger, or sadness as well as images such as food, flags, and
more. An Emojipedia analysis of 68 million tweets in May of 2020 found that
19.84% of tweets on the platform contained at least one emoji. Their analysis
observed an over 4% increase in the frequency of Emoji use from their previous
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analysis in August of 2018, showing an increased use of emojis by the general
Twitter user over that period [10].
Utilizing the 50 most frequently used emojis, I considered which emojis
saw their relative frequency change the most between the two levels of
identification. One of the most striking observations was the underlying
connotations of the most polarizing emojis. Emojis that appeared more
frequently in identifiable tweets were largely positive, with emojis representing
a high-five, a thumbs up, and a large smile being the most starkly frequent
relative to anonymous users. In contrast, anonymous users used emojis that
represented a larger emotion spectrum more frequently, with emojis
representing fear, naughtiness, and crying being the most frequently used
relative to identifiable users.
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Figure 5
Emoji Relative Frequencies
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3.2 Sentiment Analysis
Human language is very complex and circumstantial, but we hoped to
shed light on some of the quantifiable distinctions in communication patterns
between the identification levels of users. Sentiment analysis is a natural
language processing technique that attempts to systematically categorize the
prevailing sentiment of sections of text as either positive or negative. In our
case, it would be able to provide a binary classification for whether the tweet had
more of a positive or negative net polarity in its sentiment.

3.2.1 Sentiment Classifiers
Python has many libraries that allow us to explore the sentiment scores of
bodies of text. We explored three different models from different libraries and
considered their relative strengths. For each model, we prepared the data in the
manner that best worked with the model’s parameters. The three models we
used were NLTK’s sentiment analyzer, TextBlob’s sentiment framework, and
CoreNLP’s sentiment trainer.

3.2.2 Ensemble Model
In an attempt to obtain better predictive results in our sentiment analysis,
I implemented a max-voting ensemble model between our three classifications.
In this case we ran all three sentiment analysis models on each tweet, and as it
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was a binary classification of positive or negative, we were then able to select the
mode classification for the tweet based upon the three classifications. Each of
the models had been trained on different data, and my hope was to reduce any
potential bias from a single model in the sentiment classification process.
The ensemble model is depicted in Figure 6. Each of the sentiment models
were weighted equally and our final prediction was simply whichever binary
classification received the majority.

3.2.3 Sentiment Results
We observed a distinct positive trend in the average sentiment scores of
tweets as users became more identifiable. If the sentiment distribution of tweets
were perfectly balanced, we would expect an average polarity of 0, however all
four levels ended up with a positive average polarity score. Identifiable users had
an average polarity score of 0.27, demonstrating a definite trend towards more
positive sentiment in their communication, while anonymous users posted a
lesser positive average of 0.13. A graphical representation of this trend can be
seen in Figure 7. This classification lines up with basic frequency reports, as
anonymous users were 29% more likely to use the words with the roots ‘hate’ or
‘anger’, while identifiable users were 35% more likely to use terms with roots of
‘love’ or ‘like’.

20

Figure 6
Sentiment Ensemble Model

Figure 7
Tweet Sentiment Polarities
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3.3 Emotion Classification
Emotion classification in text can be viewed as an evolution on the more
established field of sentiment analysis. While sentiment analysis attempts to
determine the polarity of a sentence or tweet, whether it be “positive” or
“negative”, emotion classification is more fine-grained and less standardized.
The most common form of emotion classification is a multiclass approach with a
set of discrete emotions. The set of discrete emotions chosen for a specific
classifier is generally some subset of renowned psychologist Robert Plutchik’s
wheel of emotion (namely: joy, trust, fear, surprise, sadness, disgust, anger, and
anticipation), with often an ambiguous “neutral” class included as well. In
Plutchik’s understanding, emotions have cross-cultural counterparts that have a
level of robustness to a model and allow for a more multi-leveled understanding
of a text.
Figure 8 shows Plutchik’s famous wheel of emotions. Plutchik’s believed
that emotions can be expressed at different intensities and can mix with one
another to form different emotions, demonstrating the complexities of modeling
human language in discrete terms [11].
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Figure 8
Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotion
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3.3.1 Training Dataset
The dataset I eventually decided to train my model off of was a highperformance training set developed by Elastic labs that employed a 6-level
classification set of anger, fear, joy, love, sadness, and surprise. The dataset was
hand-labelled with two levels of authentication that agreed on prior different
classifications and was built over the classification of over a million tweets.

3.3.2 Data Preprocessing
Before we can run any of our more advanced models on the data, like with
sentiment analysis, we will want to convert the text into a format more
conducive to analysis. Natural language is complex, but we can remove some of
the ambiguity by simplifying the input language.
Our first step was to tokenize the data, which is where we split our tweet
into smaller units called tokens. We defined tokens as single words as this
seemed to be the most useful semantic unit for processing. This step also throws
away certain characters, such as punctuation and quotation marks, as they are
not as interesting to our analysis. Next we stemmed and lemmatized the data,
which is the process of reducing inflectional forms to a more common base form.
For instance, words such as tweet, tweeting, tweeted, and tweets can all be
reduced to the base form of tweet so as to simplify analysis and group words by
their common form. We removed especially common terms from the dataset,
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such as ‘the’, ‘of’, and others as their frequency in all text does not make them
insightful or interesting for analysis,
Next we converted our text into a numerical format that is better suited to
computation. To accomplish this, we created an index-word mapping, where we
assigned each of our unique stemmed words to a unique index value
sequentially. This allows our data to appear as a sequence of numbers that can
be mapped back to real language. Finally, we vectorized our data by converting
them into tensors, a data structure that is well suited for linear algebra and
heavy computation. We were finally able to feed this vectorized format of our
data to the model for classification after it had been trained on our training
dataset.

3.3.3 Model Architecture
After trial and error, I eventually opted to build my model around a gated
recurrent units (GRUs) paradigm which is a recurrent neural network that
utilizes a gating mechanism. The model is very similar to the more common
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model in that it includes a forget gate and
helps overcome the vanishing gradient problem that often plagues recurrent
neural networks [12]. The model performed faster and still maintained accuracy
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because of the succinct nature of tweets when compared to the LSTM.

Figure 9
Gated Recurrent Units Model

3.3.4 Emotion Classification Performance
The entire training dataset was passed through the GRU model 10 full
times to help provide better classification accuracy. When compared to the
validation dataset, our model was able to correctly classify the expected emotion
92% of the time, and in particular excelled at classifying sadness and joy (97%
and 95% respectively), which is noteworthy as they turned out to be two most
commonly observed emotions by a significant margin. The greatest difficulty for
the model was in distinguishing between the emotions love and joy and then
fear and surprise, which is understandable when comparing the pairs of
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emotions proximity to one another on Plutchik’s wheel of emotion. The
confusion matrix can be viewed in Figure 10.

Figure 10
Emotion Model Confusion Matrix

3.3.5 Emotion Classification Results
There is a distinct change in the emotion profiles between identifiable
and anonymous users. We observe that identifiable users exhibit predominately
joy, while the levels of anger, fear, and surprise both saw much lower
frequencies. This aligns with our sentiment analysis that observed a more
positive average polarity and our frequency analysis that saw users more likely
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to use words using joyful connotations like ‘like’ and ‘love’. It may be
interpreted that users felt some reservation in sharing their true emotions, as
they did when sharing opinions without qualifying terms, and thus the less
balanced emotion profile is in a sense dulled version of the true. A graphical
representation of identifiable user’s emotion profile can be seen in Figure 11.
Anonymous users observed a much broader emotion profile, and in
particular saw stark rises in the frequencies of anger, fear, and surprise as
compared to their identifiable counterparts. A graphical representation of
anonymous users’ emotion profile can be seen in Figure 12.
This trend follows our more simplistic emoji frequency analysis where the
fearful, sad, naughty, and upset emojis all appeared with greatly increased
frequency. This aligns with the results of our frequency analysis of emotionally
charged words and our sentiment analysis, showing a distinct prevalence of
robust emotions. In contrast to the identified users, this broader emotion
spectrum by anonymous users may be closer to the true emotion profile they
experience as they are not inhibited by real-world consequences for the way they
express themselves.
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Figure 11
Anonymous Emotion Profile

Figure 12
29
Identifiable Emotion Profile

Identifiable and anonymous users exhibited distinct emotion profiles
when conditioned on containing controversial topics such as politics, religion,
and sports. While the exact discrepancies are fairly subjective, and only minimal
understanding can be obtained without a better controlled experiment, it is
worth noting the overarching trend that the levels of joy classifications decrease
dramatically between identifiable and anonymous users, while anger, sadness,
and love all saw dramatic increases in every single controversial category
observed. This is interesting to consider in context of free speech, as all
classified accounts had a listed location in the United States. Despite being
theoretically free to voice opinions, as long as they do not endanger public
safety, users still preferred to express a wider range of emotions when engaging
in controversial subjects as an anonymous user.

Figure 13
Religious Emotion Profile
30
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Conclusions
Users online exhibit distinct communicative trends depending on their

level of identifiability. As the world continues to grow closer together online,
with over 80% of Americans predicted to have an active social media platform by
2022, it is important to understand the effects that anonymity has on human
behavior.

The broader emotion profile of anonymous users may suggest less
inhibition when voicing their opinions online. Users seemed to feel greater
safety in expressing fear, sadness, and surprise while they communicated online,
as well as to engage in more controversial matters. Anonymity leads to thoughts
being expressed more concisely and in more absolute terms.
The knowledge of accountability for their words seems to cause users to
qualify their opinions and to further explain and expound their thoughts before
submitting them online. They also exhibit more joy than anonymous users,
though it may be argued that this is a mask that is concealing their true emotion
profile.
As society grows, and younger generations continue to prefer online
communication to that of in-person, governments and industries will need to
keep in mind the benefits and pitfalls of allowing their users to masquerade
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anonymously. It may provide insight into users’ true feelings, but it may just as
well allow users to show only their sharpest edges without accountability.
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5

Appendix

5.1 Emotion Classifier Code
###
# Caleb Johnson
#
# Credits to Elvis Saravia for model set-up
###
import torch
import torch.functional as F
import torch.nn as nn
import torch.optim as optim
from torch.nn.utils.rnn import pack_padded_sequence, pad_packed_sequence
import re
import numpy as np
import time
from sklearn import preprocessing
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
%matplotlib inline
import itertools
import pandas as pd
from scipy import stats
from sklearn import metrics
from sklearn.preprocessing import LabelEncoder
import mysql.connector as sql
import pandas as pd
db_connection = sql.connect(host='localhost', database='Thesis', user='guest', password='guest')
try:
df = pd.read_sql('SELECT * FROM FullTweets, con=db_connection)
print(df.shape)
except:
print("Error: Read_SQL Fail")
df.classification.value_counts().plot(kind='bar')
### Helper functions
import pickle
def convert_to_pickle(item, directory):
pickle.dump(item, open(directory,"wb"))
def load_from_pickle(directory):
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return pickle.load(open(directory,"rb"))
# Loading in our training dataset that has been trained specifically on Tweets by Elastic Labs
data = load_from_pickle(directory="merged_training.pkl")
# retain only text that contain less that 70 tokens to avoid too much padding
data["token_size"] = data["text"].apply(lambda x: len(x.split(' ')))
data = data.loc[data['token_size'] < 70].copy()
# sampling
data = data.sample(n=50000);
data.emotions.value_counts().plot.bar(color = ['red','orange','yellow','green','blue', 'purple'])
# This class creates a word -> index mapping (e.g,. "dad" -> 5) and vice-versa
class ConstructVocab():
def __init__(self, sentences):
self.sentences = sentences
self.word2idx = {}
self.idx2word = {}
self.vocab = set()
self.create_index()
def create_index(self):
for s in self.sentences:
# update with individual tokens
self.vocab.update(s.split(' '))
# sort the vocab
self.vocab = sorted(self.vocab)
# add a padding token with index 0
self.word2idx['<pad>'] = 0
# word to index mapping
for index, word in enumerate(self.vocab):
self.word2idx[word] = index + 1 # +1 because of pad token
# index to word mapping
for word, index in self.word2idx.items():
self.idx2word[index] = word
# construct vocab and indexing
inputs = ConstructVocab(data["text"].values.tolist())
# Vectorize to tensor
input_tensor = [[inputs.word2idx[s] for s in es.split(' ')] for es in data["text"].values.tolist()]
def max_length(tensor):
return max(len(t) for t in tensor)
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def pad_sequences(x, max_len):
padded = np.zeros((max_len), dtype=np.int64)
if len(x) > max_len: padded[:] = x[:max_len]
else: padded[:len(x)] = x
return padded
# inplace padding
input_tensor = [pad_sequences(x, max_length_inp) for x in input_tensor]
### convert targets to one-hot encoding vectors
emotions = list(set(data.emotions.unique()))
num_emotions = len(emotions)
# binarizer
mlb = preprocessing.MultiLabelBinarizer()
data_labels = [set(emos) & set(emotions) for emos in data[['emotions']].values]
bin_emotions = mlb.fit_transform(data_labels)
target_tensor = np.array(bin_emotions.tolist())
get_emotion = lambda t: np.argmax(t)
# Setting up our 6-level emotion dictionary
emotion_dict = {0: 'anger', 1: 'fear', 2: 'joy', 3: 'love', 4: 'sadness', 5: 'surprise'}
# Creating training and validation sets using an 80-20 split
input_tensor_train, input_tensor_val, target_tensor_train, target_tensor_val =
train_test_split(input_tensor, target_tensor, test_size=0.2)
print(len(input_tensor_val))
# Split the validataion further to obtain a holdout dataset (for testing) -- split 50:50
input_tensor_val, input_tensor_test, target_tensor_val, target_tensor_test =
train_test_split(input_tensor_val, target_tensor_val, test_size=0.5)
# Show length
len(input_tensor_train), len(target_tensor_train), len(input_tensor_val), len(target_tensor_val),
len(input_tensor_test), len(target_tensor_test)
# Creating training and validation sets using an 80-20 split
input_tensor_train, input_tensor_val, target_tensor_train, target_tensor_val =
train_test_split(input_tensor, target_tensor, test_size=0.2)
print(len(input_tensor_val))
# Split the validataion further to obtain a holdout dataset (for testing) -- split 50:50
input_tensor_val, input_tensor_test, target_tensor_val, target_tensor_test =
train_test_split(input_tensor_val, target_tensor_val, test_size=0.5)
# Show length
len(input_tensor_train), len(target_tensor_train), len(input_tensor_val), len(target_tensor_val),
len(input_tensor_test), len(target_tensor_test)
TRAIN_BUFFER_SIZE = len(input_tensor_train)
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VAL_BUFFER_SIZE = len(input_tensor_val)
TEST_BUFFER_SIZE = len(input_tensor_test)
BATCH_SIZE = 64
TRAIN_N_BATCH = TRAIN_BUFFER_SIZE // BATCH_SIZE
VAL_N_BATCH = VAL_BUFFER_SIZE // BATCH_SIZE
TEST_N_BATCH = TEST_BUFFER_SIZE // BATCH_SIZE
embedding_dim = 256
units = 1024
vocab_inp_size = len(inputs.word2idx)
target_size = num_emotions
from torch.utils.data import Dataset, DataLoader
# convert the data to tensors and pass to the Dataloader
# to create an batch iterator
class MyData(Dataset):
def __init__(self, X, y):
self.data = X
self.target = y
self.length = [ np.sum(1 - np.equal(x, 0)) for x in X]
def __getitem__(self, index):
x = self.data[index]
y = self.target[index]
x_len = self.length[index]
return x, y, x_len
def __len__(self):
return len(self.data)
train_dataset = MyData(input_tensor_train, target_tensor_train)
val_dataset = MyData(input_tensor_val, target_tensor_val)
test_dataset = MyData(input_tensor_test, target_tensor_test)
train_dataset = DataLoader(train_dataset, batch_size = BATCH_SIZE,
drop_last=True,
shuffle=True)
val_dataset = DataLoader(val_dataset, batch_size = BATCH_SIZE,
drop_last=True,
shuffle=True)
test_dataset = DataLoader(test_dataset, batch_size = BATCH_SIZE,
drop_last=True,
shuffle=True)
class EmoGRU(nn.Module):
def __init__(self, vocab_size, embedding_dim, hidden_units, batch_sz, output_size):
super(EmoGRU, self).__init__()
self.batch_sz = batch_sz
self.hidden_units = hidden_units
self.embedding_dim = embedding_dim
self.vocab_size = vocab_size
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self.output_size = output_size
# layers
self.embedding = nn.Embedding(self.vocab_size, self.embedding_dim)
self.dropout = nn.Dropout(p=0.5)
self.gru = nn.GRU(self.embedding_dim, self.hidden_units)
self.fc = nn.Linear(self.hidden_units, self.output_size)
def initialize_hidden_state(self, device):
return torch.zeros((1, self.batch_sz, self.hidden_units)).to(device)
def forward(self, x, lens, device):
x = self.embedding(x)
self.hidden = self.initialize_hidden_state(device)
output, self.hidden = self.gru(x, self.hidden) # max_len X batch_size X hidden_units
out = output[-1, :, :]
out = self.dropout(out)
out = self.fc(out)
return out, self.hidden
### sort batch function to be able to use with pad_packed_sequence
def sort_batch(X, y, lengths):
lengths, indx = lengths.sort(dim=0, descending=True)
X = X[indx]
y = y[indx]
return X.transpose(0,1), y, lengths # transpose (batch x seq) to (seq x batch)
device = torch.device("cuda:0" if torch.cuda.is_available() else "cpu")
model = EmoGRU(vocab_inp_size, embedding_dim, units, BATCH_SIZE, target_size)
model.to(device)
# obtain one sample from the data iterator
it = iter(train_dataset)
x, y, x_len = next(it)
# sort the batch first to be able to use with pac_pack sequence
xs, ys, lens = sort_batch(x, y, x_len)
print("Input size: ", xs.size())
output, _ = model(xs.to(device), lens, device)
print(output.size())
### Enabling cuda
use_cuda = True if torch.cuda.is_available() else False
device = torch.device("cuda" if use_cuda else "cpu")
model = EmoGRU(vocab_inp_size, embedding_dim, units, BATCH_SIZE, target_size)
model.to(device)
### loss criterion and optimizer for training
criterion = nn.CrossEntropyLoss() # the same as log_softmax + NLLLoss
optimizer = torch.optim.Adam(model.parameters())
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def loss_function(y, prediction):
""" CrossEntropyLoss expects outputs and class indices as target """
# convert from one-hot encoding to class indices
target = torch.max(y, 1)[1]
loss = criterion(prediction, target)
return loss #TODO: refer the parameter of these functions as the same
def accuracy(target, logit):
''' Obtain accuracy for training round '''
target = torch.max(target, 1)[1] # convert from one-hot encoding to class indices
corrects = (torch.max(logit, 1)[1].data == target).sum()
accuracy = 100.0 * corrects / len(logit)
return accuracy
EPOCHS = 2
for epoch in range(EPOCHS):
start = time.time()
### Initialize hidden state
# TODO: do initialization here.
total_loss = 0
train_accuracy, val_accuracy = 0, 0
### Training
for (batch, (inp, targ, lens)) in enumerate(train_dataset):
loss = 0
predictions, _ = model(inp.permute(1 ,0).to(device), lens, device) # TODO:don't need _
loss += loss_function(targ.to(device), predictions)
batch_loss = (loss / int(targ.shape[1]))
total_loss += batch_loss
optimizer.zero_grad()
loss.backward()
optimizer.step()
batch_accuracy = accuracy(targ.to(device), predictions)
train_accuracy += batch_accuracy
if batch % 100 == 0:
print('Epoch {} Batch {} Val. Loss {:.4f}'.format(epoch + 1,
batch,
batch_loss.cpu().detach().numpy()))
### Validating
for (batch, (inp, targ, lens)) in enumerate(val_dataset):
predictions,_ = model(inp.permute(1, 0).to(device), lens, device)
batch_accuracy = accuracy(targ.to(device), predictions)
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val_accuracy += batch_accuracy
print('Epoch {} Loss {:.4f} -- Train Acc. {:.4f} -- Val Acc. {:.4f}'.format(epoch + 1,
total_loss / TRAIN_N_BATCH,
train_accuracy / TRAIN_N_BATCH,
val_accuracy / VAL_N_BATCH))
print('Time taken for {} epoch {} sec\n'.format(epoch, time.time() - start))
# retain only text that contain less that 70 tokens to avoid too much padding
df["token_size"] = df["text"].apply(lambda x: len(x.split(' ')))
df = df.loc[df['token_size'] < 70].copy()
# sampling
df = df.sample(n=50000);
# construct vocab and indexing
fullInputs = ConstructVocab(df["text"].values.tolist())
full_input_tensor = [[fullInputs.word2idx[s] for s in es.split(' ')] for es in df["text"].values.tolist()]
full_max_length_inp = max_length(full_input_tensor)
in_ten = [pad_sequences(x, full_max_length_inp) for x in full_input_tensor]
input_tensor_train, input_tensor_val, target_tensor_train, target_tensor_val = train_test_split(in_ten,
target_tensor, test_size=0.1)
embedding_dim = 256
units = 1024
vocab_inp_size = len(fullInputs.word2idx)
target_size = num_emotions
anger = 0
fear = 0
joy = 0
love = 0
sadness = 0
surprise = 0
for batch in emotion_test:
predictions,_ = model(batch.permute(1, 0).to(device), lens, device)
batchVals = torch.max(predictions, 1)[1].data
for a in batchVals:
if a == 0:
anger += 1
if a == 1:
fear += 1
if a == 2:
joy += 1
if a == 3:
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love += 1
if a == 4:
sadness += 1
if a == 5:
surprise += 1
print("Anger: " + str(anger))
print("Fear: " + str(fear))
print("Joy: " + str(joy))
print("Love: " + str(love))
print("Sadness: " + str(sadness))
print("Surprise: " + str(surprise))
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt; plt.rcdefaults()
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
objects = ('Anger', 'Fear', 'Joy', 'Love', 'Sadness', 'Surprise')
y_pos = np.arange(len(objects))
performance = [anger, fear, joy, love, sadness, surprise]
plt.bar(y_pos, performance, align='center', alpha=0.5)
plt.xticks(y_pos, objects)
plt.ylabel('Frequency')
plt.title('Anonymous Emotion Profile')
plt.show()
test_accuracy = 0
all_predictions = []
x_raw = []
y_raw = []
model.to("cpu")
for (batch, (inp, targ, lens)) in enumerate(test_dataset):
predictions,_ = model(inp.permute(1, 0).to(device), lens, device)
batch_accuracy = accuracy(targ.to(device), predictions)
test_accuracy += batch_accuracy
x_raw = x_raw + [x for x in inp]
y_raw = y_raw + [y for y in targ]
all_predictions.append(predictions)
print("Test Accuracy: ", test_accuracy.cpu().detach().numpy() / TEST_N_BATCH)
### Class to Properly Evaluate our Models
class Evaluate():
def va_dist(cls, prediction, target, va_df, binarizer, name='', silent=False):
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""" Computes distance between actual and prediction through cosine distance """
va_matrix = va_df.loc[binarizer.classes_][['valence','arousal']].values
y_va = target.dot(va_matrix)
F_va = prediction.dot(va_matrix)
# dist is a one row vector with size of the test data passed(emotion)
dist = metrics.pairwise.paired_cosine_distances(y_va, F_va)
res = stats.describe(dist)
# print by default (if silent=False)
if not silent:
print('%s\tmean: %f\tvariance: %f' % (name, res.mean, res.variance))
return {
'distances': dist,
'dist_stat': res
}
def evaluate_class(cls, predictions, target, target2=None, silent=False):
""" Compute only the predicted class """
p_2_annotation = dict()
precision_recall_fscore_support = [
(pair[0], pair[1].mean()) for pair in zip(
['precision', 'recall', 'f1', 'support'],
metrics.precision_recall_fscore_support(target, predictions)
)
]
metrics.precision_recall_fscore_support(target, predictions)
# confusion matrix
le = LabelEncoder()
target_le = le.fit_transform(target)
predictions_le = le.transform(predictions)
cm = metrics.confusion_matrix(target_le, predictions_le)
# prediction if two annotations are given on test data
if target2:
p_2_annotation = pd.DataFrame(
[(pred, pred in set([t1,t2])) for pred, t1, t2 in zip(predictions, target, target2)],
columns=['emo','success']
).groupby('emo').apply(lambda emo: emo.success.sum()/ len(emo.success)).to_dict()
if not silent:
print("Default Classification report")
print(metrics.classification_report(target, predictions))
# print if target2 was provided
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if len(p_2_annotation) > 0:
print('\nPrecision on 2 annotations:')
for emo in p_2_annotation:
print("%s: %.2f" % (emo, p_2_annotation[emo]))
# print accuracies, precision, recall, and f1
print('\nAccuracy:')
print(metrics.accuracy_score(target, predictions))
print("Correct Predictions: ", metrics.accuracy_score(target, predictions,normalize=False))
for to_print in precision_recall_fscore_support[:3]:
print( "%s: %.2f" % to_print )
# normalizing the values of the consfusion matrix
print('\nconfusion matrix\n %s' % cm)
print('(row=expected, col=predicted)')
cm_normalized = cm.astype('float') / cm.sum(axis=1)[:, np.newaxis]
cls.plot_confusion_matrix(cm_normalized, le.classes_, 'Confusion matrix Normalized')
return {
'precision_recall_fscore_support': precision_recall_fscore_support,
'accuracy': metrics.accuracy_score(target, predictions),
'p_2_annotation': p_2_annotation,
'confusion_matrix': cm
}
def predict_class(cls, X_train, y_train, X_test, y_test,
pipeline, silent=False, target2=None):
""" Predicted class,then run some performance evaluation """
pipeline.fit(X_train, y_train)
predictions = pipeline.predict(X_test)
print("predictions computed....")
return cls.evaluate_class(predictions, y_test, target2, silent)
def evaluate_prob(cls, prediction, target_rank, target_class, binarizer, va_df, silent=False,
target2=None):
""" Evaluate through probability """
# Run normal class evaluator
predict_class = binarizer.classes_[prediction.argmax(axis=1)]
class_eval = cls.evaluate_class(predict_class, target_class, target2, silent)
if not silent:
print('\n - First Emotion Classification Metrics -')
print('\n - Multiple Emotion rank Metrics -')
print('VA Cosine Distance')
classes_dist = [
(
emo,
cls.va_dist(
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prediction[np.array(target_class) == emo],
target_rank[np.array(target_class) == emo],
va_df,
binarizer,
emo,
silent)
) for emo in binarizer.classes_

]
avg_dist = cls.va_dist(prediction, target_rank, va_df, binarizer, 'avg', silent)
coverage_error = metrics.coverage_error(target_rank, prediction)
average_precision_score = metrics.average_precision_score(target_rank, prediction)
label_ranking_average_precision_score =
metrics.label_ranking_average_precision_score(target_rank, prediction)
label_ranking_loss = metrics.label_ranking_loss(target_rank, prediction)
# recall at 2
# obtain top two predictions
top2_pred = [set([binarizer.classes_[i[0]], binarizer.classes_[i[1]]]) for i in
(prediction.argsort(axis=1).T[-2:].T)]
recall_at_2 = pd.DataFrame(
[
t in p for t, p in zip(target_class, top2_pred)
], index=target_class, columns=['recall@2']).groupby(level=0).apply(lambda emo:
emo.sum()/len(emo))
# combine target into sets
if target2:
union_target = [set(t) for t in zip(target_class, target2)]
else:
union_target = [set(t) for t in zip(target_class)]
# precision at k
top_k_pred = [
[set([binarizer.classes_[i] for i in i_list]) for i_list in (prediction.argsort(axis=1).T[-i:].T)]
for i in range(2, len(binarizer.classes_)+1)]
precision_at_k = [
('p@' + str(k+2), np.array([len(t & p)/(k+2) for t, p in zip(union_target,
top_k_pred[k])]).mean())
for k in range(len(top_k_pred))]
# do this if silent= False
if not silent:
print('\n')
print(recall_at_2)
print('\n')
print('p@k')
for pk in precision_at_k:
print(pk[0] + ':\t' + str(pk[1]))
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print('\ncoverage_error: %f' % coverage_error)
print('average_precision_score: %f' % average_precision_score)
print('label_ranking_average_precision_score: %f' % label_ranking_average_precision_score)
print('label_ranking_loss: %f' % label_ranking_loss)
return {
'class_eval': class_eval,
'recall_at_2': recall_at_2.to_dict(),
'precision_at_2': precision_at_k,
'classes_dist': classes_dist,
'avg_dist': avg_dist,
'coverage_error': coverage_error,
'average_precision_score': average_precision_score,
'label_ranking_average_precision_score': label_ranking_average_precision_score,
'label_ranking_loss': label_ranking_loss
}

def predict_prob(cls, X_train, y_train, X_test, y_test, label_test, pipeline, binarizer, va_df,
silent=False, target2=None):
""" Output predcations based on training and labels """
pipeline.fit(X_train, y_train)
predictions = pipeline.predict_proba(X_test)
pred_to_mlb = [np.where(pipeline.classes_ == emo)[0][0] for emo in binarizer.classes_.tolist()]
return cls.evaluate_prob(predictions[:,pred_to_mlb], y_test, label_test, binarizer, va_df, silent,
target2)

def plot_confusion_matrix(cls, cm, my_tags, title='Confusion matrix', cmap=plt.cm.Blues):
""" Plotting the confusion_matrix"""
plt.rc('figure', figsize=(4, 4), dpi=100)
plt.imshow(cm, interpolation='nearest', cmap=cmap)
plt.title(title)
plt.colorbar()
tick_marks = np.arange(len(my_tags))
target_names = my_tags
plt.xticks(tick_marks, target_names, rotation=45)
plt.yticks(tick_marks, target_names)
# add normalized values inside the Confusion matrix
fmt = '.2f'
thresh = cm.max() / 2.
for i, j in itertools.product(range(cm.shape[0]), range(cm.shape[1])):
plt.text(j, i, format(cm[i, j], fmt), horizontalalignment="center", color="white" if cm[i, j] > thresh
else "black")
plt.tight_layout()
plt.ylabel('True label')
plt.xlabel('Predicted label')
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evaluator = Evaluate()
final_predictions = []
for p in all_predictions:
for sub_p in p:
final_predictions.append(sub_p.cpu().detach().numpy())
predictions = [np.argmax(p).item() for p in final_predictions]
print(predictions)
targets = [np.argmax(t).item() for t in y_raw]
correct_predictions = float(np.sum(predictions == targets))
# predictions
predictions_human_readable = ((x_raw, predictions))
# actual targets
target_human_readable = ((x_raw, targets))
emotion_dict = {0: 'anger', 1: 'fear', 2: 'joy', 3: 'love', 4: 'sadness', 5: 'surprise'}
# convert results into dataframe
model_test_result = pd.DataFrame(predictions_human_readable[1],columns=["emotion"])
test = pd.DataFrame(target_human_readable[1], columns=["emotion"])
model_test_result.emotion = model_test_result.emotion.map(lambda x: emotion_dict[int(float(x))])
test.emotion = test.emotion.map(lambda x: emotion_dict[int(x)])
evaluator.evaluate_class(model_test_result.emotion, test.emotion );
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